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Towards a synthetic cell cycle
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Recent developments in synthetic biology may bring the bottom-up generation of a synthetic

cell within reach. A key feature of a living synthetic cell is a functional cell cycle, in which

DNA replication and segregation as well as cell growth and division are well integrated. Here,

we describe different approaches to recreate these processes in a synthetic cell, based on

natural systems and/or synthetic alternatives. Although some individual machineries have

recently been established, their integration and control in a synthetic cell cycle remain to be

addressed. In this Perspective, we discuss potential paths towards an integrated synthetic

cell cycle.

Understanding the basic operating principles of life is a major scientific challenge, let alone
using this knowledge to reconstruct a living cell from a basic set of essential parts. In
recent years, significantly improved biological insights and impressive developments of

molecular tools have been achieved. This prompted dreams to synthesise a living cell-like object
by combining its molecular components. Attempts to create such ‘synthetic life’ will certainly
contribute to addressing key fundamental questions on how life may have emerged and evolved,
while elucidating its basic design principles. Furthermore, the generation of synthetic life forms
may, on the longer term, provide novel platforms for a wide range of applications. A major
breakthrough towards synthetic cells was the generation of a minimal cell by a top-down
approach1. Using insights from transposon mutagenesis of a free-living bacterium with a small
genome (1 Mb), Mycoplasma mycoides, a minimised functional genome was designed (530 kb).
An innovative workflow including DNA synthesis, assembly of a complete circular chromosome,
and its transplantation to a close relative of M. mycoides, eventually led to a minimal cell JCVI-
syn3.01. Recently, addition of a few genes related to cell division has restored the wild-type cell
morphology and resulted in the creation of JCVI-syn3.0+ 126, consisting of 481 genes;
remarkably, ~20% of these genes still have an unknown function2. Alternatively, several inter-
disciplinary teams are currently developing even more challenging bottom-up approaches1,
aiming to combine well-studied molecular components of different origins to eventually con-
struct a living synthetic cell3,4 (Table 1). These bottom-up approaches require the development
of functional modules as well as their stepwise integration5.

There is no single definition of what constitutes a ‘living’ cell. Yet, arguably the defining
characteristic of a living cell is its ability to make a copy of itself. In other words, living cells can
grow and divide autonomously, which implies that during each cell cycle on average all its
components are faithfully duplicated and partitioned over the daughter cells (Fig. 1). The
modules involved in that process are DNA replication, DNA segregation, cell growth and cell
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division, which together form the cell cycle. In addition, the
proteins that drive and control these processes need to be pro-
duced, which means that a minimal cell also should include a
transcription-translation machinery. An early proposal suggested
that this already requires at least 151 genes in a 113 kb genome6.
Another key feature of all forms of life, including a synthetic cell,
is that these processes co-occur in some form of ‘cellular’ com-
partment or container. Moreover, some basic metabolism is also
required for providing the energy and facilitating the reducing
power and building blocks for biosynthesis of all the crucial
components (e.g. DNA, RNA, proteins, lipids, co-factors). At
least to some extent, however, these building blocks may be
supplied externally. Hence, we conclude that a minimal synthetic
cell should at least contain a cell cycle that combines DNA
replication and segregation with cell growth and division.

In this Perspective, we discuss major challenges and potential
approaches to create a synthetic cell cycle. For comprehensive
information about natural cell cycles, metabolic modules as well
as general engineering and evolution strategies towards a syn-
thetic cell, we refer to some excellent recent reviews3–5. Below, a
comparison is made of promising modules for DNA replication,
DNA segregation, and cell division. In addition, cell growth is

obviously an essential feature of a living cell, and some examples
are available of coupling the cell cycle with growth. However, in
this perspective article we do not discuss in detail reconstitution
of biosynthesis routes for lipids or other essential building blocks
that are also at the basis of cellular growth. For an extensive
overview of such processes, we thus refer to a comprehensive
recent review4. As coordination of DNA replication, DNA seg-
regation and cell division is considered crucial, they should be
integrated with mechanisms that monitor cell volume (growth)
and DNA content. Altogether, these modules and their control
will provide a basis for achieving the grand scientific goal of a
growing and stably dividing synthetic cell. After discussing
potential promises and pitfalls of the different modules and
mechanisms, we will provide an integrated outlook on what a
synthetic cell cycle could look like.

DNA replication: simple yet controlled
Every living cell executes DNA replication to ensure that its
daughter cells will inherit a copy of the genomic content. Many
efforts have been made to reconstitute this process extra-
cellularly. An initial attempt to rebuild the DNA replication
machinery of the model bacterium Escherichia coli set out to
express the 13 core genes of its replication system in an in vitro
transcription/translation system (IVTT)7. However, this minimal
system did only result in synthesis of the complementary strand
of a single-stranded circular DNA template7. For fully functional
replication, including lagging strand synthesis and dissociation of
the sister chromosomes, additional genes are required. Next, the
full E. coli replication system (encoded by 25 genes) was recon-
stituted from purified proteins, resulting in one round of repli-
cation of circular double-stranded DNA templates up to 200 kb8.
Production of a full E. coli replication system within IVTT
reactions has not yet been reported, probably because of its
relatively complex nature, the relatively large number of com-
ponents, and the lack of chaperones in IVTT systems7.

A promising, simpler alternative to achieve replication in
synthetic cells is the single-protein DNA polymerase (DNAP) of
bacteriophages. Several of these replication systems have been
reconstituted in vitro9,10, with the machinery of bacteriophage
ϕ2911 being investigated in most detail. The ϕ29 system consists
of a DNAP and three associated proteins (Fig. 2a). Unlike other
well-known phage DNAPs, ϕ29-DNAP exhibits strand-
displacement activity that circumvents the need for additional
helicases to unwind the upstream duplex DNA12. The ϕ29 DNAP
has been demonstrated to achieve high replication rates of linear
DNA fragments up to 70 kb in vitro13. Primer-independent
initiation of replication from defined origins of replication by the

Table 1 Synthetic cell modules.

Module Potential solution Ref.

Container Liposomes, water-in-oil droplets, coacervates 41,42,107

Chromosomal configuration Linear or circular, single/complete or multiple/partial chromosomes, single/multiple copies 14,15,17

Transcription and translation In vitro transcription-translation systems (IVTT): PURE, TX-TL system 4

Energy Arginine breakdown pathway, decarboxylase pathways, proton-pumping rhodopsins combined with
ATP synthase

3,113

Cell growth Lipid biosynthesis, vesicle fusion 4,114–117

DNA replication ϕ29, T7, T4, Escherichia coli replicative machineries 4

DNA segregation Random or active partitioning, entropy-driven segregation 21,23,33

Cell division
Symmetry breaking Reaction-diffusion, lipid phase separation, DNA partitioning 33,43,48,49,51

Membrane deformation FtsZ, Cdv, actin-processing proteins, Min system, microtubules, lipids, DNA origami, mechanical
deformation

52,62–64,67,74,75

Membrane abscission ESCRT-III, dynamin, active droplets, mechanical splitting 55,72–74

Container Gr
ow
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DNA replication and segregation

Cell d
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on

Genome

Fig. 1 The natural and synthetic cell cycle. A natural/synthetic cell
consists of a genome expressing all essential components inside a
container. After a first phase of growth (yellow), the cell enters a phase in
which the genomic content is replicated and segregated (red). Finally, cell
division happens in the last phase of the cell cycle (blue), generating two
daughter cells. Note that, although the first phase of the cell cycle is one of
growth, the cell continuously grows also during DNA replication, DNA
segregation and cell division.
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ϕ29 DNAP requires the associated proteins. The use of the phage
DNAP and associated proteins allowed for self-replication of
linear DNA in IVTT reactions, where ϕ29 origins of replication
were placed at both ends of the DNA fragment14. This strategy
was also demonstrated to result in DNA replication within a
liposome container (Fig. 2a)14. Compartmentalised self-
replication is an essential step towards synthetic life, as well as
a suitable approach for in vitro evolution of other modules5.

The ϕ29 DNAP has also been reported to mediate rolling-circle
amplification of double-stranded circular DNA in IVTT mixtures.
In the absence of the associated proteins, this DNAP can use
either DNA15 or RNA16 oligo-nucleotide primers to generate
long linear DNA multimers that need to be processed back to
circular chromosomes before cellular division15. A follow-up
study demonstrated splitting and re-circularisation of these
multimers through Cre-Lox recombination16 (Fig. 2b). Moreover,
it was shown that ϕ29 DNAP produced in IVTT reactions could
amplify a set of 11 plasmids in parallel, covering a total size of
116 kb17 (Fig. 2b).

Even though ϕ29 DNA replication is currently the best
developed system for eventually driving replication in a synthetic
cell, there are relevant bottlenecks that need to be addressed.
Firstly, the DNA amplification rates of the ϕ29 system in IVTT
conditions should be optimised17, through adjusting the standard
composition of IVTT reaction mixtures (PURE), and/or through
laboratory evolution of the ϕ29 system itself5,18. Secondly, it is
important to consider that the natural function of this phage
system is to replicate a linear genome. This may imply restrictions
for the actual genomic configuration of the synthetic cell, such as
to use linear chromosomes, which could be a viable option,

although most small genomes in cells (e.g. those in bacteria) are
circular. Alternatively, the ϕ29 system could be adjusted to
replicate circular chromosomes. For circularisation, the afore-
mentioned Cre-Lox approach could be used, which was achieved
by directed evolution of the initial DNA template15. Initial indi-
cations of spontaneous resolution of these multimers into circular
chromosomes under IVTT reaction conditions17 should other-
wise be investigated in more detail. Another bottleneck of the
ϕ29 system may be that the processivity of its DNAP (responsible
for replicating its 20 kb genome) is not sufficient to enable
replication of a single chromosome of the size needed for a
synthetic cell13,14. As splitting the genome into multiple smaller
chromosomes is not preferred (see below; DNA segregation), a
potential solution could be to improve the processivity of ϕ29
DNAP by laboratory evolution5. As another route, replicase
systems from known viruses with larger, circular dsDNA gen-
omes (250–500 kb) might be suitable candidates for replicating
the genome of a synthetic cell.

In addition, an important limitation of viral replicative systems
is the lack of regulation, as these systems evolved to drive
uncontrolled amplification of viral DNA fragments. Appropriate
timing of genomic replication, however, is essential for the fitness
of biological cells19, and most likely for synthetic cells as well. To
obtain a synthetic cell surviving throughout generations, we
envision the introduction of control over replication initiation as
an essential step, as discussed in more detail below.

DNA segregation: using a biological or a physical approach
A cell does not only need to duplicate its genome, but it also
needs to make sure that the generated sister chromosomes are

Fig. 2 Synthetic DNA replication. Implementation of the bacteriophage ϕ29 system for DNA replication in in vitro transcription-translation (IVTT)
reactions. a The reconstitution of the complete ϕ29 DNA replication machinery has been demonstrated inside a synthetic liposome. Bi-directional self-
replication of a linear DNA has been achieved, with the linear DNA template encoding the DNA-polymerase (DNAP, protein p2) and the Terminal protein
(p3), which binds to the origin of replication at the end of the linear fragment and provides an hydroxyl group to prime DNA-polymerisation. The single-
stranded DNA-binding protein (p5) and the origin-binding protein (p6), promoting the unwinding of the phage origin of replication, were supplemented as
purified proteins14. b ϕ29 DNAP-mediated rolling-circle amplification of circular dsDNA molecules, resulting in a linear dsDNA multimer15. The synthetic
multimer can be re-converted into circular DNA monomers through Cre-Lox recombination16 (top). In a ϕ29 DNAP-based replication experiment using a
multipartite genome17 (bottom right), spontaneous monomerisation, disentangling and circularisation was observed, notably resulting in a mixture of linear
multimers and circular monomers17.
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properly partitioned over the daughter cells. This implies that,
seemingly against the odds of entropy, a spatial order should be
established through disentangling and separating the two chro-
mosome copies. Well-known natural modules that drive this
segregation process are the mitotic spindle apparatus of eukar-
yotic cells20 and the bacterial Par system21. The DNA segregation
module of a synthetic cell could be adopted from the latter sys-
tems, but alternatively could also consist of a much more minimal
mechanism. In order to be fully functional and controllable, the
DNA segregation module should accomplish three main tasks: (i)
breaking the symmetry to initiate disaggregation, (ii) achieving
complete spatial segregation, and (iii) ensuring correct parti-
tioning over the daughter cells. There are several alternative
scenarios to achieve these tasks, each with consequences for the
configuration of the chromosome, and for the type of DNA
replication machinery of such a cell.

The simplest solution to accomplish appropriate segregation of
identical genomes would be through random partitioning
(Fig. 3a). This model was originally proposed for plasmid
partitioning22, and relies on a large number of relatively small,
identical DNA molecules. This sharpens the peak of the binomial
distribution of inherited copies over the daughter cells to such an
extent that the probability of a daughter cell receiving only a few
or no copies of DNA becomes acceptably low. However, math-
ematical modelling of such a stochastic partitioning for other
cytosolic macromolecules (e.g. proteins), shows that this results in
major heterogeneity23. According to this model, random parti-
tioning requires many copies of the chromosome, possibly in the
order of tens. Replication of such a high number of DNA
molecules would result in a huge burden, even when a designed
synthetic cell may require a smaller genome (250–500 kb) than
most bacteria. In addition, this approach would require precise
fine-tuning of transcription and translation of all essential coding
sequences, to avoid issues with imbalanced gene expression.
Overall, we consider this solution inappropriate for DNA segre-
gation in a synthetic cell.

Alternatively, an active molecular machinery can be imple-
mented to achieve DNA segregation (Fig. 3B). Although a
minimal mitotic spindle has successfully been reconstituted
in vitro24, this system might still be too complex to be properly
integrated and coordinated in a synthetic cell. Instead, inspiration
can be taken from the bacterial world, in the form of plasmid or
chromosomal segregation machineries. The bacterial actin-like
plasmid partitioning (Par) system has been reported to push
coupled plasmids apart21, or to space them regularly along the
nucleoid25, contributing to equal partitioning. Regarding bacterial
chromosomes, there is a long list of proposed mechanisms, ran-
ging from dynamic anchoring to the poles or to other sites at the
elongating membranes of growing cells26,27, to directional biases
in either transcription or replication28,29. Yet, it is unlikely that

any of these mechanisms alone would be sufficient to achieve full
segregation30. Moreover, and especially relevant in the perspec-
tive of a synthetic cell, all these mechanisms require coordinated
interactions between the involved structures, inevitably leading to
an overwhelming complexity.

Because of the downsides of the previous options, it is inter-
esting to explore a third scenario, namely entropy-driven segre-
gation (Fig. 3c). This possibility relies on in silico observations
that long polymer chains tend to segregate spontaneously when
sufficiently spatially confined31. This effect can be explained by
the strong increase in the entropic cost associated with over-
lapping polymers when they are constrained to volumes much
smaller than their natural size32. There are at least three
requirements for entropic segregation to occur. The primary one
is a sufficient spatial confinement, and thus a minimal mass (size
and density) of the polymers involved33. For instance, it is unli-
kely that entropic segregation could drive partitioning of a 500 kb
genome in cells with a diameter of more than a few micrometres.
If the totality of the coding sequences envisioned would not
provide sufficient length, non-functional “filler” DNA could be
incorporated in the genome. Secondly, the confinement shape
plays a major role, which is why entropic segregation has been
extensively explored for elongated cylindrical shapes like that of
the E. coli cell34. For a synthetic cell that starts out spherical, the
required symmetry breaking may be achieved by the constriction
machinery needed for division (see below, Cell division). Lastly,
entropy-driven segregation can be optimised by adapting the
DNA topology, for example by introducing circularisation35,
supercoiling or loop-creating cross-links36, which can be induced
by recently established molecular mechanisms37. Furthermore,
macromolecular crowding can increase the effective degree of
confinement through the depletion effect38.

It is important to consider that the requirement of a relatively
large DNA molecule would influence the choice of the replicative
system. Another caution is that entropy-driven DNA segregation
has so far been based on in silico predictions that are supported
by indirect evidence only39,40. Hence, verification of entropy-
driven partitioning of 250–500 kb genomes in different containers
is required to decide on the suitability of this approach. Never-
theless, the strongest argument for entropy-driven segregation as
the mechanism of choice for a synthetic cell is that its success
does not hinge on precisely tuned biochemistry, but rather on a
generic physical principle. In our perspective, this potentially
makes it more robust, and therefore more likely to work inde-
pendent of the constraints imposed by the other functional
modules.

Cell division: usual suspects and out-of-the-box alternatives
After chromosome segregation, cells proceed with the division
into daughter cells. Conceptually, cell division is a multistep
process that can be broken down into three distinct steps: sym-
metry breaking, membrane deformation, and membrane abscis-
sion. Regarding their implementation in molecular systems, one
could adopt the well-studied natural cell division machineries, but
also several “out-of-the-box” alternatives (Fig. 4).

Before considering division strategies, it is important to briefly
consider the pros and cons of different types of synthetic con-
tainers. Water-in-oil droplets are an attractive option for testing
purposes: very easy to mass-produce through microfluidics41 and
offering excellent encapsulation of components. Yet, the large
surface tension makes these droplets difficult to deform, and the
external hydrophobic environment hardly allows any transport in
and out of the synthetic cell. Another interesting container can-
didate is based on the recently rediscovered coacervates42. In this
case liquid droplets are formed upon mixing two immiscible

a b c

Fig. 3 Synthetic DNA segregation mechanisms. a Random partitioning of
DNA molecules, generating viable offspring in synthetic cells with
sufficiently high genome copy numbers. b Molecular machineries for active
partitioning of DNA molecules, such as the Par system (top) or membrane
anchors in elongating cells (bottom). c Entropy-driven segregation, relying
on the physical behaviour that large overlapping DNA macromolecules
constrained in a small volume will spontaneously get separated from
each other.
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liquid phases, which would facilitate easy exchange of material
due to the lack of a physical boundary. Coacervates, however, can
spontaneously fuse, making it difficult to maintain a clear identity
of protocells and hindering their use as containers for a synthetic
cell. Finally, liposomes represent an excellent minimal model for a
container of a synthetic cell. Their lipid bilayer mimics natural
cell membranes, structures that can potentially be equipped with
molecular machineries to deform and divide43,44. The non-
permeable bilayer will prevent the influx of building blocks, but
this can be overcome by the reconstitution of functional channels
and transporters45. Based on these arguments and on the large
amount of available knowledge, liposomes are to date the most
obvious candidates as containers for a synthetic cell.

Cell division inevitably calls for symmetry breaking as a first
step in the process of generating offspring. Several physical and
biochemical mechanisms can be considered to induce asymme-
tries. Reaction-diffusion at the membrane can generate protein
gradients and set up polarity. The best-studied example of
reaction-diffusion is the Min system of rod-shaped bacteria like E.
coli43,46, which uses pole-to-pole oscillations to define the division
site at the cell midpoint. This Min system can also segregate
membrane-bound proteins to spatial gradients along the cell
length47. Although more complex, alternative reaction-diffusion
systems are the metazoan PAR system48 (not to be confused with
the aforementioned bacterial Par system) that produces a stable

concentration gradient along the membrane, and the Cdc-42
system49 that localises the division site in budding yeast. Inter-
estingly, fully synthetic DNA-based reaction-diffusion systems
have also been demonstrated to create chemical waves in solu-
tions in closed reactors50. Although still relatively complex, such
systems may provide spatial cues for division and can be
expanded to other rationally designed modules. Lipid phase
separation is another well-characterised and robust process to
break symmetry within a liposome51. However, here the down-
side is the requirement for an accurately controlled lipid com-
position throughout multiple generations in a synthetic cell. The
systems involved in DNA segregation, discussed in the previous
section, may also be of interest for synthetic cell division, since
they break symmetry by partitioning sister chromosomes to the
poles of the cell. For example, entropy-driven segregation31,33 in
rod-shaped vesicles may help to identify a middle plane through
nucleoid occlusion52. Nonetheless, for now reaction-diffusion
systems seem to represent the most promising choice to achieve
symmetry breaking as they have been very well characterised. The
Min system is considered to be of particular interest, as pole-to-
pole oscillations have already been established in liposomes43.

During the division process significant changes occur in the
shape of the cellular container. In vivo, cell deformation is
accompanied by excess membrane area that is generated by
growth. In in vitro studies, this has often been achieved by
applying an osmotic pressure difference across the membrane53.
Osmotically deflated vesicles revealed that periodic Min protein
binding can result in dumbbell-shaped liposomes43, which is an
important step towards abscission, although completion of the
cell division process has not been accomplished yet in vitro. In
mixed-lipid liposomes, the line tension at the interface between
two lipid phases can deform and even split the liposome, albeit

Fig. 4 Synthetic cell division. Alternative synthetic cell container and the
stages of symmetry breaking, deformation, and abscission during cell
division. For each step, well-characterised (left) and alternative “out-of-the-
box” candidates (right) are presented. Images depicting droplets,
coacervates, lipids and lipid shape transformation, mechanical deformation,
FtsZ, and DNA origami are reproduced from refs. 41,42,54,55,57,70,
respectively, under the CC BY 4.0 licence. Images depicting Min system,
Min are reproduced/adapted from ref. 43 under the CC BY-NC 4.0 licence.
The image depicting MT was reproduced from ref. 65 (10.1021/acs.
langmuir.6b00799) and further permissions related to the material
excerpted should be directed to the ACS. The image depicting mechanical
splitting was reproduced from ref. 108 (10.1021/acsnano.7b08411) and
further permissions related to the material excerpted should be directed to
the ACS. The image depicting DNA origami was reproduced from ref. 109

under the CC BY 3.0 licence. The image depicting Par is reproduced/
adapted with permission from Development from ref. 48. Images depicting
entropy symmetry breaking, actin, and active particles were reprinted by
permission from refs. 33,61,110, respectively. The image depicting ParRMC is
reproduced from ref. 111. Reprinted with permission from AAAS. The image
depicting ESCRT-III is reproduced from ref. 72. Reprinted with permission
from AAAS. The image depicting Cdv is reproduced from ref. 68. Reprinted
with permission from AAAS. The image depicting DNA-based symmetry
breaking was reprinted with permission from ref. 50; copyright 2013
American Chemical Society. Images depicting Cdc-42 were reproduced
from ref. 112, with permission from American Society for Microbiology.
Images depicting bacterial dynamin and active droplets were reproduced
from refs. 73,74, respectively, with permission from Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America. The image
depicting lipid phase separation was reproduced from ref. 51, with
permission from Europhysics Letters. The image depicting microtubules
was kindly provided by Prof. Marileen Dogterom (TU Delft).
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typically asymmetrically54. External interventions in the form of
mechanical deformation of the vesicles using microfluidic traps55

offer good spatial control, and may be very useful in initial stages
of the synthetic cell research. However, for achieving a fully
autonomous synthetic cell, this eventually needs to be substituted
with a dedicated division machinery.

In natural cells, most deformations are controlled by dedicated
protein machineries. By far the best-studied system of this type is
the bacterial division protein FtsZ that orchestrates membrane
constriction by a contracting Z-ring. This system is appealing due
to its simplicity. Moreover, FtsZ rings were proven to localise to
membrane necks in liposomes56,57. Interestingly, the Min system
has been proven to be able to dynamically localise FtsZ near mid
cell58. However, it is currently unclear whether in vitro the Z-ring
can exert sufficient force to constrict the membrane of the syn-
thetic cell to the point of division, or if instead its mere role is to
recruit other proteins that actually drive this process. Recent
studies reported that FtsZ is able to stabilise membrane defor-
mations such as local buds56,57,59,60, but a dynamic constriction
from large to small diameter rings remains to be demonstrated.
Eukaryotic actin61 is another interesting filamentous protein that,
in concert with actin-processing motor proteins, is able to induce
blebbing62, protrusions and vesicle elongation63, as well as
reversible spindle-like vesicle deformation64. These proteins can
exert high forces on a membrane in a spatially controlled way, but
their implementation seems less attractive due to the large
number of components required. Alternatively, microtubules are
a relatively simple cytoskeletal system able to deform membranes,
either autonomously through polymerisation65 or by coupling to
the motor protein kinesin66,67. However, microtubules generate a
linearly extended rather than a dumbbell-shaped vesicle, hin-
dering division. Another system that recently is receiving
increasing attention is the archaeal Cdv system68. Cdv employs a
constriction mechanism similar to the eukaryotic ESCRTs, its
evolutionary homologue. While in vitro Cdv reconstruction
remains to be established, the relative stability of these archaeal
proteins may be an advantage when used in a bottom-up
approach.

On a different note, DNA origami nanotechnology69 holds
great potential to design functional components with tailored
features such as local bending of the membrane70,71. However,
implementation in a synthetic cell poses several challenges, such
as achieving a proper folding of the origami or the need of an
energy-burning module to achieve active constriction. On top of
this, DNA origami cannot be synthesised in a cell. Some of these
issues can, however, likely be tackled with the use either of RNA
origami or of accessory DNA-binding proteins, but additional
research is needed to demonstrate the feasibility and use of this
solution in synthetic cells.

In the final stage of division, the membrane is fully pinched off
and two separate daughter cells are born, ready to undergo a new
cell cycle round. Membrane abscission is so far the least studied
phenomenon when it comes to reconstituted systems. The
eukaryotic ESCRT-III system has recently been reconstructed and
proven to be functional in vitro72. This work, however, high-
lighted the challenges involved in controlling this protein com-
plex both spatially and temporally. A simpler system is the
bacterial dynamin that is recruited by the Z-ring73. Further
investigation is needed to assess whether dynamin is sufficient to
efficiently mediate abscission on its own. Due to its natural
connection with FtsZ, the bacterial dynamin system is a pro-
mising candidate to accomplish membrane abscission and drive
cell division for a synthetic cell. Regarding non-natural solutions,
“active droplets” of coacervates with chemical reactions occurring
inside have been shown to be able to autonomously split using
proteins such as actin and myosin74. Assessing whether such

coacervates can be encapsulated in vesicles and drive their divi-
sion is another interesting future perspective75 that needs to be
tackled, together with preventing spontaneous fusion between
coacervate droplets.

Cell cycle control
Obtaining an autonomously replicating cell by bottom-up,
modular assembly of lifeless components would be a major sci-
entific breakthrough. However, to obtain a synthetic cell surviving
throughout multiple generations, a certain level of homoeostasis
of cell size and genomic content must be ensured. Disturbing the
latter balance is associated with severe fitness-loss in natural
cells19,76, and most likely also generates non-viable offspring of
synthetic cells (Fig. 5a). We argue that the cell cycle of a synthetic
cell should fulfil three minimal requirements. Firstly, replication
must be coupled to cell growth, such that, independently from the
chosen chromosomal configuration, the DNA density remains
constant over many generations. Secondly, during DNA segre-
gation, sister chromosomes must be correctly partitioned during
the cell division process, such that each daughter cell contains at
least one copy of the chromosome. Finally, cell division must be
coordinated with growth in such a way that during each cell cycle
a doubling in cell size occurs, thus achieving cell size homo-
eostasis over many generations (Box 1). In efforts to build a
synthetic cell, we can explore and exploit the large variety of

G1 S M

G2

b

c

B C D

a

Fig. 5 Cell cycle in natural and synthetic cells. a In a synthetic cell that
lacks control over DNA replication, DNA segregation and cell division,
nothing prevents these processes from happening simultaneously, most
likely leading to loss of cell-size homoeostasis, hyper-replicative stress,
inconsistency in genomic content, and non-viability of daughter cells. b In
eukaryotic cells, the passage through phases of the cell cycle is controlled
by molecular checkpoints, depicted as bold lines separating the different
phases. c In the bacterium Escherichia coli, the cell cycle lacks a eukaryotic-
type checkpoint system. However, the order of the cell cycle phases is
maintained through coupling with growth.
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solutions that different natural life forms have evolved to couple
these core processes.

Cell growth and the cell cycle are coordinated, yet separable
processes. In most unicellular species, inhibiting cell growth
causes a delay or even an arrest of the cell cycle77,78. Conversely,
blocking or perturbing the cell cycle typically has a minor impact
on cell growth79,80. While in some eukaryotes (e.g. fission yeast) a
dependence of the growth rate on the stage of the cell cycle has
been reported81, bacteria are known to grow exponentially at an
approximately constant rate throughout the whole cell cycle82,83.
Assuming that the minimal metabolism of a synthetic cell will

probably lead to a continuous increase in cell volume (e.g.
through lipid biosynthesis), the main challenge of controlling the
cell cycle of a synthetic cell is to couple its core processes to
growth and to coordinate the timing of the different events.

In most eukaryotes, the cell cycle is strictly regulated and
consists of four discrete phases (Fig. 5b). An intricate system of
molecular checkpoints and feedback control mechanisms leads to
sequential activation of different transcriptional master reg-
ulators, which in turn trigger the transitions between different
phases of the cell cycle84. A similar system is also present in the
bacterium Caulobacter crescentus85. However, implementing even

Box 1 | Phenomenological models for cell size and DNA density control in bacteria

All organisms need to maintain a stable average cell size in a variety of different growth conditions. Symmetrically dividing cells must, on average,
double their volume once per cell cycle, such that the average division volume 〈Vd〉 is twice the average birth volume 〈Vb〉. In the presence of biological
noise (e.g. non-symmetrical cell division), cells can be born bigger or smaller than average (Vb= 〈Vb〉+ δV). In order to maintain cell size
homoeostasis, it is imperative to reduce deviations in birth size over the course of the cell cycle and over several generations. Panel (a) shows how the
size at division, Vd, depends on the size at birth, Vb, in three different phenomenological models of cell size homoeostasis in exponentially growing cells.
In the “sizer” model, the division volume is independent of the birth volume and equals twice the average birth volume (Vd= 2〈Vb〉). Therefore, the
“sizer” reduces noise in the birth volume within one generation only, providing the optimal division size control. In the “timer” model, cells divide a
constant time after birth. In exponentially growing cells, the birth volume (Vb) is doubled (2Vb) after a constant time (τd), set by the growth rate of the
cell. Fluctuations in the birth volume are therefore not reduced upon cell division. In fact, in the entire unstable region shown in panel (a), cell size
homoeostasis is not maintained, because initial variations in the birth volume are further amplified instead of reduced. Thus, the “timer” does not ensure
a stable cell size. The “adder” behaviour, based on more recent single-cell measurements, reduces fluctuations in the birth volume by adding an on
average constant volume 〈Vb〉 from birth to division. An initial deviation in the birth volume δV is reduced by a factor of two in every generation, thus
ensuring cell size homoeostasis over generations.
In addition to cell size control, cells must also maintain a constant chromosome density and couple DNA replication to cell division. It has been
suggested that E. coli achieves this by initiating replication at a constant volume per number of origins of replication, and dividing an approximately
constant time later (panel (b)). This combination of a sizer for DNA replication and a timer for cell division reduces fluctuations in the birth volume on
the level of replication initiation and a stable cell size is maintained at all growth conditions. Additionally, this simple mechanism ensures that every
replication initiation event is followed by a cell division, thus also coupling replication to division.
The biochemical networks regulating the timing of replication initiation and cell division are often very complex. Until today, it remains poorly
understood what molecular mechanisms give rise to the phenomenological observations, even in well-studied bacteria such as E. coli. These
phenomenological models, however, provide a good framework for designing regulation modules that ensure a robust cell cycle of a synthetic cell.
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the simplest version of such a controlled cell cycle would be a
considerable challenge, since it involves a large number of com-
ponents and non-linear feedback loops86,87. For these reasons,
simpler alternatives should be explored.

The cell cycle of the model bacterium E. coli appears to be less
strictly regulated than its eukaryotic counterparts, as the different
phases of the bacterial cell cycle are not strictly separated by
checkpoints88 (Fig. 5c). Despite the lack of master regulators, E.
coli cells exhibit a robust cell cycle that even allows them to divide
faster than the time it takes to complete DNA replication89,90.
This apparent paradox was resolved by early studies reporting
that at high growth rates, E. coli cells start a new round of
chromosomal replication before the previous one is finished,
giving rise to chromosomes with multiple replication forks91. It
was initially proposed that DNA replication is initiated in E. coli
at a critical volume per origin of replication, independently of the
growth rate91. Indeed, recent single-cell experiments provide
strong experimental support for this prediction90,92. In addition,
it was observed that, in total, the time required for the DNA
replication and the cell division processes together is roughly
constant. Overall, this led to the idea that replication initiation
and cell division are co-regulated with growth93 via a combina-
tion of so-called “sizer” and “timer” mechanisms (Box 1). In this
scenario, E. coli initiates chromosomal replication at a constant
volume per origin (sizer) and divides a fixed time later (timer),
yielding stable cell cycles.

Yet, recent studies have challenged this idea92,94. E. coli adds a
constant volume each generation, independently from its size at
birth, a concept known as “adder” (Box 1). At closer inspection,
the “adder” principle is also valid for the added volume between
replication initiation and cell division and even between repli-
cation initiation events of successive cell cycles, leading to “double
adder” behaviour92,94. This suggests that DNA replication and
cell division, while both individually coupled to growth, might be
less coordinated with each other than previously thought.

It is commonly believed that DnaA and FtsZ94 are the central
components that regulate bacterial DNA replication and cell

division, respectively. The DnaA system controlling replication
initiation in E. coli has been fairly well-characterised and could
therefore be potentially used to control DNA replication by the
aforementioned ϕ29 machinery (Fig. 2). Replication by the
ϕ29 system starts at the origin of replication through helicase-
based unwinding of the linear, double-stranded phage DNA, but
this is an uncontrolled process that normally leads to a replication
burst that is typical for phage proliferation. In a synthetic cell,
control mechanisms could be designed to couple expression of
the ϕ29 helicase to the cell cycle. Alternatively, substituting the
uncontrolled viral helicase by the well-controlled bacterial DnaA
system would allow a synthetic cell to exert strict control over the
initiation step of chromosomal replication, while synthesis of the
new DNA strands would be mediated by the minimal ϕ29
replicative machinery.

How DnaA and FtsZ control chromosome replication initia-
tion and cell division is not yet completely understood. A long-
standing idea has been that these processes are timed via protein
accumulation up to a threshold level95–97. However, the initiator
protein DnaA exists in two states, either active origin-unwinding
(ATP-bound) or inactive (ADP-bound), and most likely this
activation switch is responsible for the coupling of replication
initiation to growth88. Despite extensive research98, however, a
mechanistic understanding of this system is still lacking. There-
fore, simplified synthetic solutions based on the accumulation of
an initiator protein up to a threshold level could be considered for
implementation in a synthetic cell.

Plasmid copy-number control systems provide alternative
mechanisms for coordinating replication with growth. Plasmids
are extrachromosomal genetic elements that, in some instances,
replicate independently of the chromosome of the host99,100.
Most, if not all, plasmids regulate the initiation of their replication
based on their intracellular concentration in order to maintain a
constant plasmid density101–103. Three mechanisms have been
described for control of plasmid replication initiation, all medi-
ated by different plasmid-encoded regulators: a negatively auto-
regulated transcription regulator protein101,104, inhibitory

Fig. 6 Towards a synthetic cell cycle. Various possible routes are indicated to accomplish a sustainable synthetic cell cycle. The pathway that, in our
opinion, is most promising based on current insights, is marked in bold black arrows. Alternative paths are depicted in thin grey arrows. Note that not all
possible alternative paths are displayed and that we only depicted circular chromosomes here. However, a linear chromosome architecture could also be a
viable option, especially in combination with the φ29 machinery.
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antisense RNAs105, or a plasmid-binding protein that inhibits
replication through cross-linking plasmids at elevated con-
centrations (“handcuffing”)103. In addition to these replication
control mechanisms, some plasmids have evolved addiction
mechanisms, such as toxin/anti-toxin systems, to enhance the
equal partitioning over daughter cells106. While plasmid copy-
number control systems maintain a constant DNA density, they
do not ensure simultaneous replication at a constant cell volume.
The lack of coupling DNA replication initiation to cell division,
appears to hamper the potential of these plasmid control systems
as regulators in a synthetic cell cycle.

Integration and compatibility of a synthetic cell cycle
To conclude this perspective, we will discuss a few potential
routes towards building a synthetic cell cycle (Fig. 6). The pre-
sented routes have been selected on basis of the aforementioned
insights of individual module variants, as well as on considera-
tions on their functional compatibility. First, the presence of a
container is essential to define the context of the synthetic cell.
Being at the centre of extensive research throughout the years107,
inverted emulsion-generated liposomes of a defined size (1–5 μm
diameter), and composed of selected bacterial lipids are con-
sidered the best choice to fulfil this role.

As to the chromosome configuration, we propose to include all
genetic information on a single, circular or linear dsDNA chro-
mosome (total 250–500 kb). Because of its simplicity and its
reported in vitro performance14,17, the ϕ29 system appears very
attractive for DNA replication, although, as discussed, its pro-
cessivity and its preference for linear chromosomes may require
optimisation to cope with replication of chromosomes up to 500 kb.
In addition, implementing a sizer-like modulation of replication
activity (Box 1), would require including an additional control
module, for which the natural E. coli DnaA-mediated regulation of
replication initiation could serve as inspiration.

Another important design criterium to be considered concerns
the copy number of the chromosome. Employing multiple copies
of the chromosome means that a plasmid-like copy number
control mechanism, together with random partitioning, could be
sufficient for dividing the chromosomes over the daughter cells.
However, as simultaneous initiation of replication of all the copies
at a certain volume could not be easily controlled in this scenario,
division cannot be coupled to replication via a timer. Thus, an
additional control module should be implemented to ensure cell
size homoeostasis through generations. Another important con-
sequence of multiple chromosomes would be that symmetry
breaking cannot operate through nucleoid occlusion. Hence, a
more appealing alternative is to only use a single copy of the
chromosome, and to ensure a sufficient degree of confinement by
generating liposomes of appropriate dimensions. Importantly,
this genomic configuration would allow for employing entropy-
driven segregation. Compared to alternatives, this mechanism
would considerably reduce the molecular complexity of the syn-
thetic cell. If entropy-driven chromosome segregation alone
proves to be insufficient to break the cell symmetry, imple-
mentation of the Min system could be considered.

As nucleoid occlusion prevents assembly of membrane-
deforming machineries close to the chromosome52, the cell
division process appears to initiate only after full partitioning
occurred, thus achieving an intrinsic timer behaviour in synthetic
cells that employ a sufficiently confined chromosome. Subse-
quently, FtsZ can assemble the Z-ring at the cell midpoint to
induce membrane deformation. FtsZ is to be initially preferred
over other systems due to the natural connection with other well-
known constriction and abscission mechanisms, although it still

remains to be confirmed whether the Z-ring alone is able to
constrict a membrane. Finally, bacterial dynamin can be recruited
at the Z-ring and promote membrane fission to complete the cell
division. This process then may be expected to generate two
daughter cells, ready to undergo a new round of the synthetic cell
cycle. Integrating a sizer for replication initiation and a timer for
division is considered a promising combination that might give
rise to robust cell cycles in a synthetic cell.

Apart from the modular routes proposed here (Fig. 6), several
alternative sets of modules could be proposed. Despite individual
preferences, we believe that the interconnected nature of the
processes taking part in the cell cycle should be considered as a
key feature when developing a synthetic cell. Smart design and
tuning by evolution eventually should provide a robust and well-
integrated synthetic cell cycle that will be a major step towards a
synthetic cell that grows and divides autonomously.
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